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THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

October 6, 1975
MEETING WITH REPUBLICAN CONGRESSIONAL LEADERS
Tuesday, October 7, 1975
8:00-9:30 a.m. ·(90 minutes)
The Cabinet Room
~From:, Max L. Friedersdorf
I.

~·\)

PURPOSE.
To discuss with the leaders the President's tax cut/
spending limit announcement, the 200-Mile Limit Bill,
and energy legislation.

II.

BACKGROUND, PARTICIPANTS AND PRESS PLAN
A.

Background:
1.

The President addressed the Nation on Monday evening
regarding reconunendations for tax and spending legislation. Prior to the address, the President met with
the Republican Congressional Leadership.

2.

The House will consider H.R. 200, the Marine Fisheries
Conservation Act of 1975, on Tuesday, October 7. The
bill extends coastal state jurisdiction over fishing
resources within 200 miles of their shores.

3.

The Department of State strongly opposes enactment of
the 200-Mile Limit and will recommend a veto. State
maintains bilateral negotiations to limit the foreign
catch off the U.S. coast are proving productive. Successful negotiation of a multilateral treaty will provide
better protection than unilateral action proposed in the
House bill, State maintains. State also believes enactment of the bill would risk failure of both bilateral
agreements and negotiation of a comprehensive Law of the
Sea treaty. Commerce opposes bill, Treasury has no
positiony Transportation also objects.
Despite opposition by State, there is strong Congressional support for the measure. John Rhodes as well as
Ed Forsythe, ranking minority Member on the Merchant
Marine and Fisheries Subcommittee on Fisheries, will
speak for the bill. Phil Ruppe, the ranking minority
Member on Merchant Marine and Fisheries, is ambivalent,
while John Anderson opposes it.

4.

'
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A conference on S. 622 and H.R. 7014, the unacceptable
energy bills, is scheduled to start today, Tuesday,
October 7. The Senate continues debate this week on
the Natural Gas Bill.

6.

Other issues the leaders might possibly raise are Sinai
(scheduled for House and Senate Floor action this week) ,
and Panama Canal which will be considered today, Tuesday,
October 7, when the House considers H.R. 8121, the
Conference Report on· State Department Appropriations which
contains new language:
"It is the sense of the Congress
that any new Panama Canal Treaty or agreement must protect the v:t tal interests of the U.S. in the Can'al Zone
and in the operation, maintenance, property, and defense
of the Panama Canal." The House also will vote today,
Tuesday, October 7, on an override attempt on the
President's veto of H.R. 4222, the Child Nutrition School
Lunch Program. Both the House and Senate are expected
to ove-rride.

B.

Participants:

C.

Press Plan:

See Tab A

Announce to the Press as a regular Republican Leadership
meeting. White House photographers only.
III.
IV.

AGENDA

See Tab B

TALKING POINTS
1.

Tax cut/Spending limit - See Tab C

2.

200-Mile Limit Bill - See Tab D

3.

Energy legislation - See Tab E

4.

We have three important agenda items today - the tax
cut and spending ceiling proposals of last evening;
the 200-Mile Limit bill, and energy.

5.

First, let us discuss my recommendations concerning
permanent tax cuts coupled with spending limitations .••
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President
Vice President
Secretary of State
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Hugh Scott
Bob Griffin
John Tower
Carl Curtis
Bob Stafford
Ted Stevens
Milt Young
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Glenn Beall
Jim Pearson
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John Rhodes
Bob Michel
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Sam Devine
Jack Edwards
Barber Conable
Lou Frey
Guy Vander Jagt
Jimmy Quillen
Bud Brown
Herm Schneebeli
Al Cederberg
Bill Broomfield
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STAFF
Don Rumsfeld
Bob Hartmann
Jack Marsh
Phil Buchen
Ron Nessen
Max Friedersdorf
Jim Cannon
Alan Greenspan
Frank Zarb
Brent Scowcroft
Dick Cheney
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Vern Loen
Bill Kendall
Pat O'Donnell
Charles Leppert

Tom Loeffler
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Secretary Schlesinger
Secretary Morton
Bill Seidman
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Jim Lynn
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AGENDA
8:00-8:15 a.m.
(15 minutes)

The President opens the meeting, announces the
agenda, and introduces the subjects of a tax
cut and spending limitation.

8:15-8:30 a.m.
(15 minutes)

The President calls upon Secretary Simon and
Alan Greenspan for additional co~~ents on the
tax cut and spending limitation.

8:30-8:45 a.m.
(15 minutes)

The President opens the tax cut and spending
limit proposals to the leadership for comments
and discussion.

8:45-8:50 a.m.
(5 minutes)

The President introduces the subject of the
200-Mile Limit Bill.

8:50-9:00 a.m.
(10 minutes)

The President calls upon Secretary Kissinger to
discuss objections to the 200-Mile Limit Bill.

9:00-9:15 a.m.
(15 minutes)

The President invites the leaders' comments on
the 200~Mile Limit Bill (Rhodes, Anderson, Ruppe,
and Forsythe will desire recognition).

9:15-9:20 a.m.
(5 minutes)

The President introduces the subject of energy
legislation.

9:20-9:25 a.m.
(5 minutes)

The President calls upon Frank Zarb for additional
energy comments.

9:25-9:30 a.m.
(5 minutes)

The President invites the leadership to comment
on energy.

9:30 a.m.

The President concludes the meeting.

'

TALKING POINTS
TAX CUTS AND SPENDING RESTRAINT
1.

During the past few weeks we have been reviewing the alternatives with respect to our position on the expiration of
the Tax Reduction Act of 1975 and how our proposals might
be tied with a spending limitation.

2.

I came to two conclusions:
First, that our Nation is now at a crossroads where we must
decide whether we will continue the present pattern of bi~
ger Government, high~r taxes, and higher inflation, or
whether we will take a new direction reducing the growth
of Government and permitting our individual citizens a greater
voice in their future.
Secondly, that the 1975 Tax Reduction Act enacted by the
Congress represents a further distortion of our tax system
which does not provide sufficient benefits for middle income taxpayers.

3.

4.

In light of these two conclusions we developed a program,
which I announced last evening,which proposes a substantial
and permanent reduction in Federal taxes while at the same
time placing a ceiling on the growth on Federal spending
in fiscal year 1977.
The tax proposals were designed to make permanent changes
.in our tax system that would make it both more simple
and more equitable. About three quarters of the proposed
cuts are for individual taxpayers.
These tax reductions
would occur in three ways:
(a)

By raising the personal exemption from $750 to $1000.

(b)

By replacing the variable standard deduction and the
low income allowance with a single standard deduction
of $1800 for single individuals and $2500 for married
couples.

(b)

By lowering the basic personal income tax rates.

5.

The tax cuts that I have proposed are permanent,as opposed
to the temporary changes which the Congress passed that
will expire on December 31, 1975. The reductions I proposed
are substantial--approximately $28 billion in cuts from the
1974 law which would become effective upon the expiration
of the 1975 temporary reductions. For example, a typical
family of four, earning $14,000 a year would be entitled
to a permanent tax reduction of $412 a year which represents 27 percent of their tax liability.

6.

The corporate tax cuts include an extension of the corpor-

'
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ate rate and surtax exemption changes which benefit small
businesses, a permanent extension of the increase in the
investment tax credit to
ten percent, and a two percent
reduction in the corporate rate from 48 percent to 46
percent.
7.

I am also deeply concerned about the growth of Federal ex~
penditure in recent years.
Total Federal outlays in FY 1976
will reach $370 billion.
Simply projecting at their present levels these programs would result in a $423 billion
budget for FY 1977. That would mean, with the tax cut,
back-to-back $70 billion deficits. As a country, we simpiy
cannot afford that kfnd of extravagence. Accordingly, I
will propose reductions in the growth of these Federal
expenditures of $28 billion which will hold Federal expenditures to $395 billion in FY 1977.

8.

I want to emphasize that this is a new approach that
strikes out in a new direction--a direction of reversing the
enormous growth of Government in our land.
It is also a
program which is aimed at the Americans who bear the
burden of Government spending--those people who earn between
$10,000 and $25,000 a year and who belong to our constituency.
It is a program which promises a tax cut that is_earned,
not one that is irresponsible.

9.

I am confident that this course of action is what the Nation
needs and wants.
It is a course of action that will move
us in the direction of returning the power and initiative
·to the people where it belongs. With your support and
assistance, we can be successful in their enterprise.

'
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BACKGROUND :MATERIAL AND TALKING POINTS ON
200-MILE INTERIM FISHERIES LEGISLATION

I.

BACKGROUND
The relatively slow progress in the Third United Nations Conference
on the Law of the Sea (LOS) has increased the pressures in the
Congress (as well as i1n a number of foreign states) to unilaterally
declare a 200-mile fisheries zone prior to the conclusion of a
·comprehensive multilateral LOS treaty. For the past three years,
the Executive Branch has been able to convince Congress that a
unilateral extension of our national fisheries jurisdiction would be
damaging to the overall objectives we seek in a comprehensive oceans
law treaty.
The Administration argued last year that unilateral action on fisheries
should be avoided because a successful conclusion of the LOS negotiations could be foreseen before the end of 1975. Even so, the Senate
last December passed the Magnuson 200-mile fisheries bill by a wide
margin; time did not permit hearings in the House and the measure
did not reach the floor before the end of the session.
Now, vvith a timetable for conclusion of the LOS Conference no longer
firm, the Congress is ready to move with unilateral action, citing the
·need to protect our coastal fisherie-s from depletion by foreign over ..
fishing, especially by Japan and the Soviet Union.

Domestic U.S. fisheries interests are split regarding the passage of
200-mile fisheries legislation. Coastal fishermen and their Congressior.a.l
supporters, particularly from New England and the Northwest coastal
states, including Alaska, blame foreign fishermen for the depletion of
coastal stocks, and are demanding immediate U.S. action to exclude
foreign fishing within 200 miles of our coasts. On the other hand, tuna,
shrimp and salmon interests oppose the 200....m.ile legislation, believing
that passage would lead to their exclusion from the 200-mile zones off
other state's coasts, particularly in South America. Although it is
widely recognized that U.S. distant water fisheries will be badly hurt
by U.S. unilateral action, the Congress in general believes this cost
is justified by the need to gain control over the fisheries within 200 miles
of this country. A number of House and Senate members also believe
that unilateral U.S. fisheries action will spur the LOS negotiations on
to successful conclusion.
Subject to GDS of E. 0. 11652 Automatically
Downgraded at Two Year Intervals and
Declassified on December 31, 1983.
SECB ET (G DS)
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The United States has avoided separating one aspect of the Law of
the Sea negotiations such as fisheries from the overall negotiations,
thus maintaining the linkage between satisfactory resolution of all
major oceans issues (freedom of navigation and the strategic implications thereof, marine pollution, scientific research, peaceful
dispute resolution, and marine resources including fisheries) if we
are to agree to a Law of the Sea treaty. For this reason, in late
August, you took a popition on interim fisheries legislation which:
both maintains the longstanding U.S. position against unilateral claims
to jurisdiction on the high seas and provides for the necessary
initiatives, both multilaterally and bilaterally, to protect the fisheries
stocks off our coasts. This position was publically underscored by
you at Newport and Seattle, and by Secretary Kissinger in his August
1975 speech to the American Bar Association in Montreal.
Opposing Views Within the Administration. Your decision to continue
to seek a multilateral solution to our fisheries problems while at the
same time supporting interim fisheries improvements through bilateral
negotiations was conveyed in my memorandum of August 22 to the
concerned departments. I would note that Secretary Simon was on
record at the time as not favoring such an approach to the fisheries
problem and continues to believe that the Administration should not
oppose the 200 .. mile legislation now before the Congress. He is
supported in this view by Bill Seidman•
. Congressional Status
--House. The 200-mile fisheries bill has attracted over two
hundred co .. sponsors in the House, particularly from the coastal
states. On July 31, the Merchant Marine and Fisheries Committee
concluded extensive hearings on the measure, voting 36 to 3 to report
the legislation. Subsequent Administration efforts to have the legisla ..
tion sequentially referred to the International Relations Committee for
consideration of the foreign policy implications of enactment failed.
On September 24, however, the International Relations Committee
did hold oversight hearings and agreed to file a report to the House
outlining the negative foreign policy impact. Although this report
has not yet been prepared, the Rules Committee has gone ahead and
granted a rule bringing the bill to a vote in the full House either
Wednesday, October 8 or Thursday, October 9. The measure is
expected to pass by an overwhelming majority.

SEC~·
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--Senate. The Commerce Committee on September 25
unanimously reported out a fisheries bill similar to the House
version. Action on a request for sequential referral to the Foreign
Relations Committee is still pending but is expected to be approved.
We would hope to persuade the Committee to issue a negative report
on the bill. Although Senate pas sage of the legislation is probably
assured, we have hopes of building a strong, veto .. sustaining opposing
1
vote.
-- Strategy. In light of your decision to oppose unilateral
fisheries action, the Administration is mounting vigorous opposition
to the bill. To make the Administration's position more credible,
the NSC Under Secretaries Committee, working with the agencies
concerned, is currently preparing a substantive package of interim
measures to protect American fisheries. These measures, because
of the overwhelming consensus in the Law of the Sea negotiations
favoring establishment by states of 200-mile economic zones covering
fisheries, would include direct negotiations with the nations fishing
off our coasts to attain the LOS objectives on fisheries in advance of
treaty enactment. In this regard, we have already been extremel~
successful in bilateral negotiations with Japan, Poland and the Soviet
Union to reduce their catch quotas off our coasts, and regionally in
the International Commission for the Northwest Atlantic Fisheries, the
body which regulates foreign fisheries off the East coast.
While the momentum is strong in both Houses for passage in this
session of legislation extending U.S. fisheries jurisdiction from 12 to
200 miles, your purpose in this meeting with the leadership will be to:
-- tinderscore the harmful effect that ~uch legislation would
have on the achievement of our overall oceans policy objectives
in the Law of the Sea forum.
II.

TALKING POINTS
Introductory
1.

I am very much aware of the concern in the Congress over
depletion of our coastal fisheries stocks by foreign overfishing
and the desire to act unilaterally to protect these fisheries now,
in the absence of a comprehensive Law of the Sea treaty.

SECRE'¥ (G DS)
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2.

I share your concerns, but believe that unilateral action by
the United States in this area would be harmful to our overall
oceans policy interests, including fisheries.

3.

I strongly believe that the ongoing Law of the Sea negotiations
offer the best hope for protecting all our major oceans policy
interests -- freedom of navigation, marine pollution, scientific
research, and marine resources, including fisheries.
l

4.

We have always avoided separating one aspect of the Law of
the Sea negotiations such as fisheries from the overall negotiations, thus maintaining the linkage between satisfactory resolution of all ~ur oceans policy objectives if we are to agree to a
Law of the Sea treaty.

5.

I understand the very great need to protect our fisheries from
unwarranted foreign intrusion while work on an international
treaty continues.

6.

For this reason, I have taken a position on the interim fisheries
legislation now before the Congress which both maintains the
longstanding U.S. position against unilateral claims to jurisdiction
on the high seas and provides for the necessary initiatives, both
bilaterally and multilaterally, to protect the fisheries stocks off
our coasts. I made this position very plain recently in interviews
at Newport and Seattle. Secretary Kissinger did the same in
his speech at the American Bar Association convention in Montreal.

7.

We have already had success in negotiating with the nations fishing
off our coasts to obtain catch reductions. Japan, Poland and the
Soviet Union are cases in point.

8.

More recently, I sent a personal message to the participants in
the International Commission for the Northwest Atlantic Fisheries
calling for increased conservation and protection of threatened fish
stocks off our East coast. I am pleased that the Conference agreed
to substantial catch reductions for the coming fishing season. We
will follow through to insure that enforcement is strictly carried
out. I intend similar strong initiatives to safeguard our fisheries
interests.

~(GDS)
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I believe that unilateral fisheries action by the United States
would be 1nore harmful than beneficial, and that our ongoing
initiatives with nations fishing off our coasts serves the same
objective without jeopardizing our overall interests in the LOS
negotiations.

Possible Effects of a Unilateral Claim to 200-Mile
Fisheries Jurisdiction

1.

I want to review with you the possible harmful effects of U.S.
unilateral fisheries legislation:
.... A unilateral claim at this time could lead to a confrontation

with the Soviet Union, Japan and other fishing nations. The
Soviet Union has already indicated to us that they will not
recognize a U.S. claim to 200 miles outside a Law of the
Sea treaty •
.... Unilateral action at this time would violate our existing
treaty obligations and customary international law. Our
seizures of foreign fishing vessels would be viewed as a
violation of the Convention on the High Seas, in the same
way as we view Ecuadorian seizures of U.S. tuna boats beyond
12 miles from the coast of Ecuador.
-- Unilateral action would be certain to trigger unilateral claims
by other states. Iceland and Mexico have already declared
their intentions to declare 200 .. mile fisheries zones. Canada,
Norway, Denmark, the UK, Kenya, Tanzania and other
coastal states are all under intense pressure to follow suit.
Widespread national claims would severely complicate our
efforts to achieve broad international agreement on fisheries
in the LOS negotiations -- and this, in turn, would jeopardize
other important U.S. oceans interests.
Unilateral action would undermine the U.S. position in the
LOS negotiations, where we have urged a careful balance
among navigation, security, scientific research, marine
pollution, and resource interests in the 200-mile econolllic
zone.

SEGRE':t' (GDS)
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Advantages of a Comprehensive LOS Treaty
1.

The negotiations in the LOS Conference have shown us that U.S.
oceans policy interests are best served by a comprehensive
international agreement rather than a patchwork of unilateral
arrangements.

2.

I would like to review with you a number of points which underline
the importance of 1an international treaty on oceans policy . .1._
would underscore that many of these are of a classified and
sensitive nature because of the interests of the many other nations
involved, and because of the active nature of the current UN
negotiations.
US navigation interests in ensuring freedom of navigation
through and over straits used for international navigation
can be protected under a comprehensive LOS treaty.
U.S. interests in conflict avoidance and stability on the oceans
will be far better served by an international treaty.
Although relatively unnoticed, the LOS negotiations are
providing an opportunity for the solution of bilateral U.S.
oceans disputes. Examples include the archipelago disputes
with Indonesia and the Bahamas, the Arctic pollution problem
with the Canadians, and the salmon problem with the Japanese.
The U.S. will substantially benefit from the 200-mile
economic zone. This increased jurisdiction over resources
off our coast will be more easily accepted with less cost to
our bilateral relations with the Soviets, Japanese and others,
and our own distant water fishing interests if we have a treaty.
The multilateral negotiation leading to a global convention
provides an opportunity for many cruntries to overcome strong
internal political problems in accepting a reasonable oceans
regime. For example, a widely accepted treaty adopting a
200-mile economic zone is highly likely to permit eventual
acquiescence in the economic zone and abandonment of the
200-mile territorial sea claims of countries such as Ecuador
and Chile.

SEeftET
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- .. The marine environment will be better protected with a
treaty than with a pattern of unilateral claims •
..... The negotiations have been helpful in coordinating oceans
policy among the major industrialized states and particularly
in enabling close cooperation with the Soviets on oceans policy.
3.

These are only some of the reasons supporting a good compr-e1
hensive treaty on the law of the sea as the best strategy for U.S.
oceans policy. In short, I believe our present policy is correct
and we should push ahead on this front without complicating our
overall position with unilateral action on such oceans policy issues
as fisheries~

'
SEGHET {GDS)
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Supplementary Talking Point
Agreement was reached in the recent meeting of the International
Commission for the Northwest Atlantic Fisheries (ICNAF) to
impose a reduction in catch limit of 23%. This has resulted in a
total reduction over the past three year period of 43o/o. Actual
tonnage reduction over the three-year period has been from I. I
million metric tons to . 650 million metric tons. At the current
catch level, fishery stocks should gradually be replaced to an
acceptable level O\rer C\ period of 5 to 7 years. During this same
three-year period, the US share of the permitted catch has increased
from 2Il, 000 metric tons to 230,000 1netric tons.

'
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OF THE HONORABLm ·
~)fiBEFORE
THE HOUSE RULES CO:·t'-!ITTEE, September 30, 1975, on H.R. 200,
THe MARINE FISHERIES CONSERVATION ACT OF 1975.

S TI\T E!-1ENT

y

.. , . , . .

Mr. chairman and Members of the committee, I appreciate
the opportunity to testify this morning in_ support of H.R. 200,
the Marina Fisheries conservat ion Act of 1975.

At the

outse~,

let me assure you that I 'am not going to repeat the detailed
explanation of this bill previously given by my colleage,
congressman Leggett.

I, of course, support his statement, and

I endorse the views expressed by congressman Studds, the original
author of this legislation.

There are several points, however,

that I would like to stress.
The overriding issue posed by the opponents of this
legiplation, pr-i ncipally the Department of s ·t ate, relates to
its

t~eliness

and potential impact upon the Law of the Sea

conference which will resume formal deliberations in New York
City next March.

It is urged that enactment of H.R. 200 would

disrupt the conference to such an extent that the chances for a
successful Law of the Sea treaty would be substantially diminished.

'

In effect, the rest of the world would simply pick up their marbles
and go borne.

This extremely

s~plistic

view of the complex

negotiations taking place in the Law of the Sea conference is
not only an insult to our intelligence but is simply not supported

\

\

\

,,.I

by the facts.

I
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coastal state jurisdiction over fishery resources within
200 miles of their shores and management of migratory and
anadromous species which inhabit ocean waters beyon4 200 miles
from shore during part or all of their life cycle, the subject
of H.R. 200, are but two of the many complex issues being debated
in the Law of the Sea conference.

While coastal state control

over fishery resources, as well as the mineral deposits found
within 200 miles of shore,have ·been generally conceded within
the concept of an economic zone, other very basic issues are
only at the threshhold stage of serious debate.

These include

the international rights and obligations of coastal states with
respect to the sharing of resources, both living and non-living,
within the economic zone, the nature and powers of the international
regime which will regulate seabed mining beyond the economic zone,
the right of transit through international straits and over-flight,
scientific research and marine pollution·.
Undoubtedly, the most controversial of these issues is the
question of the regime for the seabeds.

It was. after all, the

proppect of wealth derived from mining the seabed for the benefit
of developing nations that triggered this third Law of the Sea
conference.

The resolution which spawned this effort in the late

I
II

'

I

I,

I,

1950's spoke in terms of the mineral resources of the oceans
beyond national jurisdiction as the common

hey~tage

of mankind.

I
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While the full potential of the seabeds as a source of mineral

.

wealth will not be realized for decades, the rules and regulationa governing access to mineral deposits on the seabed is the
crux of the Law of the Sea conference.

It is an issue which the

developing nations of the world1 which dominate the Law of the Sea
conference in terms of numerical

strength~have

committed them-

selves to settling on terms which will insure that they dnd not
the industrialized nations of the world will be the chief beneficiaries.
In order to accept the State Department ' s theory that
enactment of H.R. 200 will disrupt the Law of the Sea conference ,
we must assume that the developing nations of the world ate
prepared to abandon their quest for an international treaty
establishing the regime for the deep seabeds.
evidence whatsoever to support that assumption.
is to the contrary.

There is simply nm
All the evidence

Ghe general consensus for a 200-mile economic

zone virtually guarantees to the developing nations full control
of their coastal resources .

Without a treaty, however, the

developing nations have no hope of deriving any ultimate benefit
from the rapidly increasing technology of seabed mining.

,

I

l

It is

I

i
I

•

the developed nations of the world, and principally the United

~

States, which. would benefit most if indeed the rest of the world

•t
I

lI

picked up their marbles and went home.without a now Law of the
Sea treaty.

American corporations and those of Japan and a few
~

I

I

- 4 other countries under national legislation are prepared to
begin commercial seabed mining almost
Lmmediately.
,

Lacking the

hundreds of millions of dollars needed to begin seabed mining,
the developing nations sLmply have no chanqe whatsoever to share
in this wealth without a treaty that in some fashion earmarks a
of seabed revenues for their benefit.

~ortion

.

The United States

has committed itself to such a treaty, provided it contains
reasonable terms for commercial participation in seabed mining.
In essence, what I am saying is that the developing
nations have

eve~hing

to gain and very little to lose by per-

severing in the Law of the Sea conference.

In terms of access,

to the mineral resources of the seabed, it is, I am afraid, the
United States that ultimately stands to lose in this negotiating
process.

I~

is absurd to suggest that the majority of nations

will walk out of the Law of the Sea conference

bec~use

the

United States has chosen to protect 7its coastal and other fishery
resources .
The corallary argument offered by the State Department
against enactment of H.R. 200 is to the effect that since there
is a general consensus for coastal state control of fishery resources
within a 200-mile economic zone , the legislation is
unnecessary.

s~ply

That argument might have some·merit if we bad any

reason to expect a treaty within the next year .

The

destructio~

'
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of our f i shery resources under existing ineffectual arrangements
is proceeding at a frightening rate.
are growing daily.

Foreign fishing pressures

The Soviet Union agrees to abstain from

fishing for species which are

vital~y

tmportant to the American

fisherman only after they have been decimated.

Thus, we were able

to achieve an agreement to ' substantially reduce foreign quotas on
yellow-tail flounder after the Russians and other European fishing
nations had virtually destroyed this, our most valuable coastal
species.
What are the prospects of securing adoption of a treaty which
the United States can ratify?
good.

I suggest that the prospect is not

While I have no doubt that given their overwhelming numer i qal

super~ority

the developing nations could ram a treaty through the

i.

1 conference next March, the drafting of a treaty which the United

/

I

States and the other developed nations of the world can sign and
ratify is a different matter altogether.
I have already pointed out the fact that the seabed and
the nature of the international regLme to control ocean mining is
a critical issue in these deliberations .

It is also an issue upon

Which the negotiating positions of the United States and the
developing nations are diametrically opposed.

our position

,

'·

.\'. ·. "
'·
~.

:\
i

essentially is that the seabed regime should rely basically on

\

.,'

..
\

private enterprise to explore and exploit the mineral resources

'i
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of the oceans.

A portion of the wealth derived from this effort

will be dedicated to international development activities for
the benefit of the third \vorld.

The developing nations, on the

other hand, not for the same reasons in all cases, seek the
establishment of an international regime under which an inter.national authority which
mining.

th~y

control will actively engage in seabed

Presumably, the United States and other developed nations

would furnish the money.

Private enterprise might or might not

be permitted to engage in mining, but in any event only as a
licensee of this international authority.

The likelihood that

these opposing philosophies can be reconciled in one more session
of the Lavt of the Sea conference next Harch is small indee.d,
assuming that they can be reconciled at all.
In order for the United States to achieve a Law of the Sea
treaty next year, we would have to make such fundamental concessions
that I seriously doubt the treaty would ever be ratified.

The

United States delegates to the Law of the Sea. conference have
consistently stated on the record that the United States will not
sign a treaty that does not satisfy our basic objectives.in terms
of our national security and our resource interests.

,

Taking those

statements at face value, as I think we must, I cannot see how a
treaty can possibly emerge that we can accept unless the developing
nations utterly abandon their positiory.

The more realistic appraisal

;!

'

- 7 of the timing of the Law of the Sea conference is that several
more very difficult negotiating sessions lie ahead before a
consensus on all issues will be achieved.

We cannot afford to

wait to take action to protect our coastal fisheries.
· Much has been made of the fact that the last session of
I

the Law of the Sea conference produced 't·That is called a S.ingle
Negotiating Text.

We are given to believe that this text is

virtually a final treaty.

The facts are to the contrary.

This

text was developed by a small group of experts and was presented
to the conference on the last day of the session.

It is simply

the opinion of an informal group as to where they think the
conference is headed.

It will undoubtedly be used in the next

session of the Law of the Sea conference as the point of departure
for further debate.

It does not set forth the provisions for a

seabed regime which the United States can support, nor does it
sufficiently guarantee our security interests.

The introduction

of the so-called Single Negotiating Text was eqmivalent to dropping
a bill in the hopper.

A great deal of time may have gone into the
\

drafting of the bill, but the entire process of Committee deliberations and mark-up yet remains.

\

'
\
\

In summary, Mr. Chairman, enactment of this legislation

\\

;·\
. ~ : ·t

\i

will not disrupt the Law of the Sea conference.· There are simply
too many other. vita 1 i ssues o f

C oncern

to the rest of the world
I

'

I
I
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as well as the United States.

The conference will go on, I am

afraid, for some time, and time is of the essence.

I urge you

to grant a rule as requested by the committee on Merchant Marine
and Fisheries.

,

·'

TALKING POINTS
ON ENERGY FOR
REPUBLICAN LEADERSHIP MEETING

1.

The Senate may consider the Stevenson natural gas
amendment today to either table it or vote on passage.
As you know, I am opposed to this amendment as it would
roll back the price of new oil to $9 per barrel and phase
out old oil over 5 years.

2.

Such a bill would only increase our dependency on foreign
oil. ~·lhile I am willing to compromise on oil prices,
natural gas legislation is not the proper vehicle in
which to do it.
In addition, this bill would extend price
controls into the intrastate market which I am unalterably
opposed to.

3.

The Conference meeting on S.622/H.R. 7014 will begin today.
It is my understanding that the oil pricing provisions will
be considered last. Since I have little confidence that an
acceptable bill will be reported out, we are facing a veto
situation.

4.

I would like to solicit your views as to possible strategy
that should be taken and discuss any actions that I may
take at this time.

5.

Frank, do you have anything to add?

'

THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

October 6, 1975
MEETING 'VJITH HOUSE REPUBLICAN PROPONENTS OF
THE 200-MILE LIMIT BILL
Tuesday, October 7, 1975
10:30-11:00 a.m. (30 minutes)
The Cabinet Room
From'

Max L. Friedersdorf

~·t>

I . . PURPOSE
To respond to requests of six House Republicans for a
meeting with the President on the 200-Mile Limit Bill.
II.

BACKGROUND, PARTICIPANTS AND PRESS PLAN
A.

Background:
1.

The House is scheduled to consider today, Tuesday,
October 7, H.R; 200, the Marine Fisheries Conservation
Act (200-Mile Limit Bill). The Senate Commerce Committee
has also reported the bill.

2.

The Department of State strongly opposes enactment of
the bill and will recommend a veto. State maintains
bilateral n~gotiations to limit the foreign catch off
U.S. coasts are proving productive. State further argues
that successful negotiation of a multilateral treaty will
provide better protection than the unilateral action
proposed in H.R. 200. State believes enactment of the
bill would risk failure of both bilateral agreements and
negotiation of a comprehensive Law of the Sea Treaty.

3.

Coastal Congressmen strongly support the bill and believe
that a multilateral agreement is at least a year away.

B.

Participants:

c.

Press Plan:

See Tab A

'

Announce meeting to the Press; White House photographers
only.

/

-2III.

TALKING POINTS

(See Tab B)

1.

The House will consider H.R. 200 today and I am aware that
the Meniliers here today strongly support the legislation.

2.

Perhaps we could hear from those Members who wish to be
heard, and then Brent Scowcroft could express some of the
reservations the Department of State has with the bill.

3.

I believe we all have one goal in mind, and that is the
protection and prosperity of the American fishermen.

4.

I hope we can work together to attain that objective.

5.

Perhaps, Ed Forsythe, the ranking Member of the Subcommittee,
could start the discussion, Ed ....•

1

'

PARTICIPANTS
The President
Secretary Simon
House
Don Clausen
Bill Cohen
David Emery
Edwin Forsythe
Joel Pritchard
Don Young

Staff
Donald Rumsfeld
Jack Marsh
Max Friedersdorf
Bob Wolthuis
Vern Loen
General Scowcroft
Alan Greenspan
Philip Buchen
Ron Nessen
Jim Cannon
Dic;k Cheney
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BACKGROUND :MATERIAL AND TALKING POINTS ON
ZOO-MILE INTERIM FISHERIES LEGISLATION

L

BACKGROUND
The relatively slow progress in the Third United Nations Conference
on the Law of the Sea (LOS) has increased the pressures in the ~
Congress (as well as in a number of foreign states) to unilaterally
deClare a ZOO .. rnile· fisheries zone prior to the conclusion of a
comprehensive multilateral LOS treaty. For the past three years,
the Executive. Branch has been able to convince Congress that a
unilateral extension of our national fisheries jurisdiction would be
damc;:.ging to .the overall objectives we seek in a corr..prehensive oceans
law treaty.
The Administration argued last year that unilateral action on fisheries
should be avoided because a successful conclusion of the LOS negotiations could be foreseen before the end o£ 1975. Even so, the Senate
last December passed the Magnuson ZOO .. rnile fisheries bill by a wide
margin; time did not permit hearings in the House and the measure
did not reach the floor before the end of the session.
Now, vd.th a timetable for conclusion of the LOS Conference no longer

firm, the Congress is ready to move with unilateral action, citing the
need to protect our coastal fisheries from depletion by foreign overfishing, especially by Japan and the Soviet Tjnion.
Domestic U.S. fisheries interests are split regarding the passage of
200-mile fisheries legislation. Coastal fishermen and their Congressicml
supporters, particularly from. ~ew England and the Northwest co2.s"t"al
states, including Alaska, blame foreign fishermen for the depletion oi
coastal stocks., and are demanding inunediate U.S . aCtion to exclude
foreign fishing \vithin ZOO w.iles of .our coasts. On the other hand, tuna,
shrimp and salmon interests oppose the 200-rr...ile legislation, believing
that pas sage would lead to their exclusion from the 200-rr.J.le zo11es cff
other state's coasts, particularly in South America. Although it i::
'videly recognized that U.S. distant water fisheries ·will be badly hu-rt
by U.S. unilateral action, the Congress in general believes this cost
is justified by the need to gain cor"trol over the_ fisheries within ZOO miles
of this country. A number of House and Senate members also believe
that unilateral U.s. fisheries action will spur the LCS negotiations on
to successful conclusion.
Subject to GDS of E. 0. llbSZ Auton-...-~ :.c?.lly
Downgraded at Two Year Intervals and
Declassified on December 31, 1983.

'

- 2 The United States has avoided separating one aspect of the Law of
the Sea negotiations such as fisheries from the overall negotiations,
thus maL."1taining the lin.~age between satisfactory resolution of all
maior oceans issues (freedom of navigation and the strategic implications thereof, marL"1.e pollution: scientific research, peaceful
dispute resolution, and marine resources including fisheries} if •.ve
are to agree to a Law of the Sea treaty. For this reason, in late
August, you took a po!jitio!l on interim fisheries legislation whicli
both maintains the longstanding U.S. position against nnilateral clairns
to "jurisdiction on the high seas and provides for the necessary
initiatives. both ·multilaterallv and bilaterally, to protect the fisheries
stocks off our coasts. This position was publically underscored by
you at Newport a1:1d Seattle, and by Secretary Kissinger in his August
1975 speech to the American Bar Association in Montreal.
Opposing Views Within the Administration. Your decision to continue
to seek a multilateral solution to our fisheries problems while at the
same time supporting interim. fisheries improvements through bilateral
negotiations was conveyed in my m.e1norandum of August 22 to the
concerned departments. I \vould ·note that Secretary Simon was on
record at the time as not favoring such an approach to the fisheries
problem and continues to believe that the Administration should not
oppose the 200-mile legislation now before the Congress. He is
supported in this view by Bill Seidman.
-..

·congressional Status
-- House. The 200-rnile fisheries bill has attracted over two
hundred co-sponsors in the House, particularly from the coastal
states. On July 31, the Merchant 1-1arine and Fisheries Committee
concluded e:±ensive hearings on the measure, voting 36 to 3 to report
the legislation. Subsequent Administration efforts to have the legislation sequentially referred to the International Relations Committee for
consideration of the foreign policy implications of enactment failed.
On September 24, however, the International Relations Committee
did hold oversight hearings and agreed to file a r eport to the House
outlining the negative foreign policy impact. Although this report
has not yet been prepared~ the R-ules Com..'Tiittee ha:s gone ahead 2.LC..
granted a rule bringing the bill to a vote in the full House either
Vlednescla'J.. October 8 or Thursday, October 9. The n-.Leasure is
expected to pass by an ovenvhelming majority:

SFiJ@Il:£1 (G DS)
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-- Senate. The Commerce Committee on September 25
unanimously reported out a fisheri-es bill similar to the House
version. Action on a request for sequential referral to the Foreign
Relations Committee is still pending but is expected to be approved.
\Ve would hope to persuade the Committee to issue a negative report
on the bill. Al:hough Senate passage of the legislation is probably
assured, we have hopes of building a strong, veto-sustaining opposing
vote.
-- Strategv. ·Jn light of your decision to oppose unilateral
fisheries action:, the Administration is mounting vigorous oppositior.
to the bill. To make the Administration's position more credible,
the NSC Under Secretaries Committee, working with the agencies
con~erned, is currently preparing a substantive package of interim
measures to protect American fisheries. These measures, because
of the overwhelming consensus in the Law of the Sea negotiations
favoring establishment by states of 200-mile economic zones covering
fisheries, would include direct negotiations with the nations fishing
off our coasts to attain the LOS objectives on fisheries
advance of
treaty enactment. In this regard, we have already been extremely
successful in bilateral negotiations \vith Japan, Poland and the Soviet
Union to reduce their catch quotas off our coasts, and regionally in
the International Commission for the Northwest Atlantic Fisheries. the
body which regulates. foreien fisheries off the East coast.

in

"'

\Vhile the momentum is strong in both Houses for passage in this
ses sion of legislation extending U.S . fisheries jurisdiction fron"l 12 to
ZOO miles , your purpose in this meeting with the leadership will be to:
-- t'inderscore the harmful effect t}lat such legislation would
have on the achievement of our overall oceans policy obj ectives
in the Law of the Sea forum.
li.

TALKING POINTS
lntroductorv

1.

I am very much aware of the concern in the Gong :res s over
d epletion of cur coastal fisheries stocks by foreign overJishh
and the desire to act u:~ laterally to protec.t these fj shcries nov;·,
in the absence of a con"lprehensive Law of the Sea ~reaty.

'
'-?FC R FX (GDS)
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2.

I shar(.: your concerns, but believe that unilateral action by
the Unitecl States in this area would be harmful to our overall
oceans policy interests, including fisheries.

3.

I strongly believe that the ongoing Law of the Sea negotiations
offer th<.. !:Jest hopc. for protecting all our major oceans policy
interests -- freedom of navigation, marine pollution, scientific
research, and mp.rine resources, including fisheries.
•

4.

Vle have always avoided separating one aspect of the Law of
the Sea negotiations such as fisheries from the overall negotiations, thus maintaining the linkage between satisfactory resolution of al our oceans .policy objectives if we are to agree to a
Law of the Sea treaty.

5.

I understand the very great need to protect our fisheries from
unwarranted foreign intrusion while work on an international
treaty continues.

6.

For this reason, I have taken a position on the interim. fisheries
legislation now before the Congress which both maintains the
longstanding U. S. position against unilateral claims to jurisdiction
on the high seas and provides for the necessary initiatives, both
bilaterally and multilaterally, to protect the fisheries stocks off
our coasts. I made this position very plain recently in interviews
at Newport and Seattle. Secretary Kissinger did th same in
his speech at the American Bar Association convention in Montreal.

7.

Vie have already had success in negotiating with the nations fishir..g
off our coasts to obtain catch reductions . Japan, Poland and the
Soviet Union are cases in point.

8.

More recently, I sent a personal message to the participants in
the International Commission for the Northwest Atlantic Fisheries
calling for increased conservation and protection of threatened fish
stocks off our East coast. I am pleased that the Conference agreed
to substanti< catch reductions for the coming fishing season. We
will follow through to insure that er..iorcement is strictly carried
out. I intend similar stron initiatives to safeguard our fishe ries
inte1·ests.

f2 FJ (GDSJ
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9.

I believe that unilateral fisheries action by the United States
would be rrwre harmful than beneficia~, and that our ongoing
initiatives with nations fishing off our coasts serves the same
objective without jeopardizing our overall interests in the LOS
negotiations.

Pos~ible Effects of a Unilateral Claim to 200-Wrile
Fisheries Jurisdiction

1.

I want to review with you the possible harmful effects of U.S.
unilateral fisheries legislation:
-- A unilateral claim at this time could lead to a confrontat1on
with the Soviet Union, Japan and other fishing nations. 'Ihe
Soviet Union has already indicated to us that they will not
recognize a U.S. claim to 200 miles outside a Law of the
Sea treaty.
-- Unilateral action at this time would violate our exif.ting
treaty obligatiohs and customary international law. Our
seizures of foreign fishing vessels would be viewed as a
violation of the Convention on the High Seas, in the same
way as we view Ecuadorian seizures of U.S. tuna boats beyond
12 miles from the coast of Ecuador.
-- Unilateral action would be certain to trigger unilateral clain~s
by other states. Iceland and Mexico have already declared
their intentions to declare 200-mile fisheries zones. Canada:
Norway, Denmark, the 1JK, Kenya, Tanzania and other
coastal states are all under intense pressure to follow suit.
Wide spread national clain~s would severely complicate our
efforts to achieve broad international agreement on fisheries
in t!1.e LOS negotiations -- and this, in turn, would jeopardize
other important l'. S. oceans interests.
-- Unilateral action \x.-ould t;ndermine the U.s. position in th~
LOS ne[Zotiations, where \ve have u.rc_ ed a careful balanc~
among na.vigation, security, scientific research, n1.ar e
pollution, and resource interests in the 200-·mile eco.r.c n:.c
zone.

SEQBP (GDS)
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Advantages of a Comprehensive LOS Treaty

1.

The negotiations in the LOS Co:riference have shown us that U.S.
oceans policy interests are best served by a comprehensive
international agreement rather than a patchwork of unilateral
arrange:m.cnts.

2.

I v..-ould like to review v;.ri.th you a number of points which unde!:'line
the importance of cln inter::1.ational treaty on oceans policy. __!__
would underscore that manv of these are of a classified a:1d
sensitive nature because of the interests of the manv other nations
involved, and because of the active nature of the current UN
negotiations •.
US navigation interests in ensuring freedom of navigation
and over straits used for international navigation
can be protected under a comprehensive LOS treaty.

throug~

U . S. interests in conflict avoidance and stability on the oceans
will be far better serve.d by an international treaty.
Although relatively unnoticed, the LOS negotiations are
providing an opportunity for the solution of bilateral U.S.
oceans disputes. Examples include the archipelago disputes
with Indonesia and the Bahamas, the Arctic pollution problem
with the Canadians, and the salmon problem v;.ri.th the Japanese.
The U.S. will substantially be:::1efit fr01n the 200-mile
economic zone . This increa£ed jurisdiction over resources
off our coast v;.ri.ll be n~ore easily accepted with less cos t to
our bilateral relations with the Soviets, Japanese and others,
and our own distant water fishing interests if we have a treaty .
Th multilateral negotiation leading to a global convention
provides an opportunity or many ccuntries to overcome strong
internal political problems in accepting a r easonable oceans
regime. For example, a vv-idely accepted treaty adopting a
200-mile economic zo:::1e is highly likely to permit eventual
acquiescence in the econonlic zone and abandonment of tlie
20 ·l-n1.ile territorial sea claims of countries such as EcuaC:.or
anu. Chile.

SliGFt~Y
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- .. The: marine environment will be better protected with a
treaty than with a pattern of unilateral claims •
.. _ The negotiations have been helpful in coordinating oceans
policy among the major industrialized states and particularly
in· enabling close cooperation with the Soviets on ocean::: policy.
3.

These are only some of the reasons supporting a good compr-ehensive treaty on !he law of the sea as the best strategy for U.S.
oc eans policy In short 1 I believe our present policy is correc
and we should push ahead on this fron~ without complicating our
overall position with unilateral action on such oceans policy is sues
as fisheries.

\

,
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Supplementary Talking Point
Agreement was reached in the recent meeting of the International
Commission for the Northwest Atlantic Fisheries (ICNAF) to
impose a reduction in catch limit of 23o/o. This has resulted in a
total reduction over the past three year period of 43o/o. Actual
tonnage reduction over the three-year period has been from 1. 1
million met.r~c tons to. 650 million metric tons. At the current
catch level 1 fishery stocks should gradually be replaced to an
acceptable level O"'Ter q period of 5 to 7 years. During this same :
three-year period 1 thet US share of the permitted catch has increased
from 211 1 000 metric tons to 230 1 000 metric tons .

'

,
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OF T".dE HONORABLE,.ED't1n-t B. FORSYTHE (R.-N.J.) BEFORE
THE HOUSE RULES CO~·!I•HTI'EE', September 30, 1975, on II~R. 200,

THE

M~RINE

Y~.

the

FISHERIES

CO~SER~TION

ACT OF 1975.

chairman and Members of the

opportun i t~~

co~~ittee,

I appreciate

to testify this mo::-ning in. support of H.R. 200,

the Harine Fisheries conservation Act of 1975.

At the cutset,

let me assure you that I am not going to repeat the detailed

explanation of this bill 'previously given by my colleage,
congressman Leggett.

I, of course, support his statement, and

I endorse the views expressed by congressman Studds, the original

author of this legislation.

There are several points, however,

that I would like to stress.
The overriding issue posed by the opponents of this
legislation, pr-incipally the Department of State, relates to
its timeliness and potential impact upon the Law of the Sea
conference which will resume formal deliberations in New York
City next

I~arch .

It is urged that enactment of H. R. 200 would

disrupt the conference to such an extent that the chances for a
successful Law of the Sea treaty would be substantially diminished.
In effect, the rest of the world would simply pick up their marbles
and go home.

This

e::>-:tre..~ely

'

simplistic vie\</ of the complex

negotiations taking place in the

L~w

of the Sea conference is

not only an insult to our intelligence but is simply not supported
by the facts.

..

\
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coastal state jurisdiction over fishery resources within
200 miles of their shores and management of migratory and

anadrom.ous species which inhabit ocean \·.raters beyong 200 miles
from shore during part or all of their life cycle, the subject
of H.R. 200, are but two of the many complex issues being debated
in the Law of the Sea conference.

.over fishery

resources~

vfuile coastal state control·

as well as the mineral deposits found

within 200 miles of shore,have been generally conceded within
the concept of an econa.nic zone, other very basic issues are
only at the threshhold stage of serious debate.

These include

the international rights and obligations of coastal states with
respect to the sharing of resources, both living and non-living,
within the economic zone, the nature and powers of the international
regime .which will regulate seabed mining beyond the economic zone,
the right of transit through international straits and over-flight,

scientific research and marine pollution·.
Undoubtedly, the most controversial of these issues is the
question of the regime for the seabeds.
pro~pect

It

\-las.

after all, the

of wealth derived from mining the seabed for the benefit

of developing nations that triggered this third Law of the Sea
conference.

The resolution which

spa~~ed

this effort in the late

1950's spoke in terms of the mineral resources of the oceans
beyond national jurisdiction as the co:nrnon he'rf.tage of manJ-:ind.

'
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Wnile the full potential of the seabeds as a source of mineral

.

wealth will net be realized for decades, the rules and regulations governing access to mineral dep9sits on the seabed is the
crux of the Law of the Sea conference.
developing nations

of

It is an issue which the

the world 1 which do:ninate the Law of the Sea

conference in terms of

num~rical strength~have c~~itted

them-

selves to settling on terms which will insure that they find not
the industrialized nations of the world will be the chief bene£iciaries.
In order to accept the State Department ' s theory that
enactment of H.R. 200 will disrupt the Law of the Sea conference,
we must

ass~~e

that the developing nations of the world are

prepared to abandon their quest for an international treaty
establishing the regime for

~he

deep seabeds .

evid.ence
whatsoever to support that assumption .
.,
is to the c ontrary.

~e

There is simply no
All the evidence

general consensus for a 200-mile

econo~ic

zone virtually guarantees to the developing nations full control
of their c oastal resources.
deyelo?ing

n~~ions

Without a treaty,

h~~ever ,

the

have no hope of deriving any ulttmate benefit

from the rapidly increasing technology of seabed mi n ing.

It is

the developed nations of the world, and principally the United
States, which would benefit

~ost

if indeed the rest of the world

picked up their marbles and went home.without a new Lat., of the
Sea treaty.

American corporations and those of Japan

~nd

a fevt

'
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other

countr~es

under national legislation are prepared to

begin commercial seabed mining

almo~t liTh~ediately.

Lacking the

hundreds of millions of dollars needed to begin seabed mining,
the developing nations stmply have no
in this wealth without a

treat~,

whatsoever to share

chan~e

that in so:ne fashion earmarks a

p_o rtion of seabed revenue$ for their benefit.

The United States

has committed itself to such a treaty, provided it contains
reasonable terms for

co~~ercial

participation in seabed mining.

In essence, what I am saying is that the developing
nations have

eve~~hing

to gain and very little to lose by per-

severing in the Law of the Sea conference .

In terms of access,

to the mineral resources of the seabed, it is, I am afraid, the

United States that ut;t.imately stands to lose in this negotiating
process.
wil~

I~

is absurd to suggest that the majority of nations

walk out of the Law of the Sea conference because the

United States has chosen to protect :its coastal and other fishery
resources.

The corGllary argument offered by the State Department
against enactment of H.R. 200 is
is a

gener~l

to

the effect that since there

c onsensus for coastal state c ontrol of fishery resources

within a 200-mile economic zone, the legislation
unnecessary.

That

argu~ent

is

simply

might have so:rle mer.it if we had any

reason to e>..--pect a treaty "Y-:ithin the next year.

The destruct ton

'
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of our fishery resources under existing ineffectual arrangements
is proceeding at a frightening rate.
are growing daily.

Foreign fishing pressures

The Soviet Union agrees to abstain from

fishing for species which are vitally important to the American
fisherman only after they have been decimated.

Thus, we were abl e

to achieve an agreement to substantially reduce foreign quotas on
yellow-tail flounder after the Russians and other European fishing
nations had virtually destroyed this, our most valuable coastal
species.
~hat

are the prospects of securing adoption of a treaty which

the United States can ratify?
good.

~~ile

I suggest that the prospect is not

I have no doubt that given their overwhelming numerical

superiority the developing nations could ram a treaty through the
conference next March, the drafting of a treaty which the United
States and the other developed nations of the world can sign and
ratify is a different matter altogether.
I have already pointed out the fact that the seabed and
the nature of the international regime to control ocean mining is
a critical issue in these deliberations.

It is also an issue upon

\mich the negotiating positions of the United States and the
deve.loping nations are diametrically opposed.

Our position

essentially is that the seabed regime should rely basically on
priv~tc

enterprise to explore and exploit the mineral resources

·.

\
..

'
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of the oceans.

A portion of the wealth derived

will be dedicated to

internatio~al

the benefit of the third world.
other hand, not for. the

sa~e

fro~

this effort

development activities for

The developing nationst on the

reasons -in all cases, seek the

establishment of an international regime under which an international authority which they control will actively engage in seabed
mining.

Presumably, the United States and other developed nations

would furnish the money.

Private enterprise might or might not

be permitted to engage in mining, but in any event only as a
licensee of this international authority.

~ne

likelihood that

these opposing philosophies can be reconciled in one more session
of the

L?L"vl

of the Sea conference next March is srilall indee·d,

assuming that they can be reconciled at all.
In· order for the United States to achieve a Law of the Sea
.....

treaty next year, we would have to

ma~e

such

funda~ental

concessions

that I seriously doubt the treaty \-.'OUld ever be ratified.

The

United States delegates to the Law of the Sea conference have

consistently stated on the record that the United States \<lill not
sign a treaty that does not satisfy our basic

objectives~in

of our national security and our resource interests.

terms

Taking thos e

statements at face value, as I think we must, I cannot see ho;.: a

treaty can possibly emerge that we ce.n accept unless the develo? ing
nat~.ons

utterly

ab~ndon

their position.
I

The

r..10re

realistic

~pprc.isal

'

. .
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of the timing of the Law of the Sea conference is that several
more very difficult negotiating sessions lie ahead before a

consensus on all issues will be achieved.
wait to take action to protect our

c~astal

We cannot afford to
fisheries.

· Much has been made of the fact that the last session of
the La"'' of the Sea conferen<re produced what is called a S.ingle
Negotiati.ng Text.

We are given to believe that this text is

virtually a final treaty.

The facts are to the contrary.

This

te>::t was developed by a small group of e>rperts and was presented

to the conference on the last day of the session.

It is simply

the opinion of an informal group as to where they think the
conference is headed.

It will undoubtedly be used in the next

session of the Law of the Sea conference as the point of departure
for further debate.

seabea

It does not set fqrth the provisions for a

regtme which the United States can support, nor does it

sufficiently guarantee our security interests.

The introduction

of the so-called Single Negotiating Text was eqttvalent to dropping
a bill in the hopper.

A great deal of

t~e

may have gone into the
I

drafti~g

,

of the hill- but the entire process of committee delib\

'

erations and mark-up yet re.!Itains.

\

•\

In summary, ~tr. chairman, enactment cf this legislation

will not disrupt the Law of the Sea conference.

There are simply

too many other. vital issues of conce~n to the rest of the w~rlo

..

..

- 8•

.

as well as the United States.
afraid, for some

t~e,

and

t~e

~ne

conference will go on, I am

is of the essence.

I urge you

to grant a rule as requested by the Com.'Uittee on f<lerchant Harine

and Fisheries.

,

